Notes on decisions taken at previous meeting 22nd October 2019
Minutes
• Minutes of the previous meeting were approved.
Stadium update
• JH explained the situation regarding arranging lighting in this area and that it would
be in place over the winter.
• JH explained that he had looked at options for a memorial wall and offered to show
the group the ideas after the meeting.
Ticketing update
• DM confirmed bundles were available throughout the season.
• DM confirmed financing options would return next season.
• SP confirmed that the ticket office would contact everyone who used finance last
season to offer them an alternate temporary system for buying tickets this season.
Tribute to Martin Baker.
This subject was discussed at length and all proposals to date were considered. Eventually the
meeting decided that there should be:
1. One minutes applause 52 minutes next game
2. The opportunity to have flag tributes on away terrace at next home game
3. Article in programme at the next home game
4. A plaque where Martin stood on the Thatchers Terrace. This to be installed later in the
season.
Abandoned Haringey Borough FA Cup fixture.
Recent events were discussed at length and it was concluded that:
• The investigations by the authorities should be finished before the Alliance concluded
on how to move forward.
• It was felt important that any fan accused of any unacceptable behaviour should have
the opportunity to defend themselves, however ultimately if anyone was found to
have carried out unacceptable behaviour, they should receive an appropriate ban or
other form of sanction form the club.
• Many felt that many of the media stories run to date on this subject had been incorrect
and made judgements not reasonably possible before the conclusion of the
investigations by the authorities.

Update on Catering and the Shop
• It was confirmed that changes to the arrangement and operation of the first floor on
match days should shortly result in improved options for all home fans to use the first
floor.
• Changes to how the shop operate had been made and Alliance members support in
shop operations going forward would be requested via separate meetings.
End

